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About This Game

THIS GAME REQUIRES THAT YOU OWN AN OCULUS RIFT DK2.

Rift's Cave is an adventure/puzzle solving Virtual Reality game designed for the Oculus Rift.

This game was inspired from beautiful, diverse environments and scenery - in Rift's Cave you'll be able to experience such
inspirations for the first time in stereoscopic view.

You'll live an epic adventure exploring fantasy landscapes, solving mysteries and using your magic skills to defend yourself
from what lies within. Discover epic temples, deserts, snowy forests, giant caves and much more!

Rift's Cave Alpha Features

Begin the adventure, find out who you are and why you're stranded in a mysterious cavern.

Use your magic skills to protect yourself against bloodcurdling ghosts, solve puzzles, or just turn a light when you can't
see!

Explore for hours! You'll be projected into a new fantastic fantasy world for the first time in VIRTUAL REALITY!

Bizarre creatures that will be lurking around any corner.
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Use your special view to relive ancient adventures and secrets including additional backstory on the cave itself!

A new level of immersion and some epic fantasy maps to explore, just dive in!

Developer Notes

If you have any questions about the development of Rift's Cave, please use this email at frostearthstudio@hotmail.com
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Title: Rift's Cave
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Frost Earth
Publisher:
Frost Earth
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 570

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: Requires Oculus Rift DK2

English
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4/10
This ND game takes place in River Heights, Nancy's hometown. The setting seems pretty cool at first but gets repetitive
traveling by car from location to location. The locations you do go to are fairly small with not a lot to do, most of the game is
running between 3 different locations, retreiving one item, going back to the police station to drop off the item for Nancy, have
Nancy analyze it, then trade off to another character... You are Nancy's errand boy in this game. The running back and forth
(you use multiple characters outside the jail, and one can be more capable than another at certain tasks) makes the environment
less immersive than past games. I prefer the more exotic locations, not boring suburbia.
While at first the ability to play multiple characters outside of Nancy (Ned, Bess, George) sounds new and different, I agree
with a previous review that it gets very tedious very quickly. You have to go through Nancy everytime to make a switch, you
can't switch freely between characters.
This game had less puzzles than previous games, and was furthered more by conversation/dialogue prompts. Add that into the
fact that you have to leave each location, get in a car, watch the car travel to a new location, and then talk to the character at the
location...it becomes boring.
Overall I'd say the plot and environment of this game is weaker than others. This is probably my least favorite ND game that I've
played, and was shorter than some of the others.
$6.99 is not a terrible price for the game however, and if you're a fan of ND and want to try it out anyway, you should.

Lastly, the puzzle in Alexei's shop murdered my eyeballs. Thankfully after enough tries it just stops timing you. How you could
possibly complete that by the top time I have no idea.... Stinking pile of poop, its not like the jones game and yes the dev may
have been inspired by jones the same way a book inspires someone to write a book so well done! don't buy..... I downloaded this
game because I was bored but I ended up spending two hours playing it...It really gets in touch with your competitive side, at
least with mine! Which I like!. I always wondered why Scandinavians now are all hairless dweebs, but vikings were renowned
for having long and epic beards.. Another hidden object game with some puzzles. This version includes a walkthrough in case
you get stuck. Aside from not good voice acting, it's not a bad game. Not anything spectacular either, but if you want something
to kill some time, this is a good option.

Spoiler alert.

For Mike's final puzzle the M shape is for the "bad ending" the Y shape is for the "good ending.". I don't understand what the
fuss is about, I love this game, No bugs, no issues, Well explained tutorials for beginners, Sure it takes a bit of grinding to get to
harder levels, But that doesn't take away any of the fun in my opinion, The maps & visuals are a nice upgrade from fusion, For
the price, you can't go wrong, Great trials game!. Why don't you guys make a new game?

THis mod is awesome!
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Best DLC track pack to date. The Mars tracks introduce racing around the outside of tubes as a new mechanic and it feels great,
invoking a lot of F-Zero memories. The tracks are also fairly lengthy with several hitting around 1:10 - 1:20 to make a full lap,
which is welcome addition to some of the shorter tracks in other packs.

If you love Redout this is absolutely worth picking up.. Not bad for the one time playthrough i've gone through - not starting
other at all! However I recommend it, if the game is on a sale :). Let me begin by saying, I do not mind games that are slow
paced, and allow you to explore at your own pace. I love games where you explore abandoned worlds, but I want to explore, and
have interaction with the world.

However, this game was not that. This game was interminable (even the short path). To make matters worse the voice acting was
horrible. The narrator speaks in a never-ending droning voice which made me want to walk off the nearest cliff and end it all.
At one point in speaking of a childhood friend, the narrator speaks of "sweetly suffering his platitudes." If suffer she did, she
decided thereafter to inflict those same platitudes on everyone else, or at least all the players of this game. The game strikes me
as being written by developpers who did not have the creativity or imagination to create a truly interactive world. Or even a
slowly evolving story that you discover for yourself. Exploration adds nothing to the storyline, and the storyline is like a badly
written scifi.

Pros: really can't think of any big ones. The scenery is pretty, but it's pretty monotonous aftter a while. Graphics are okay, but
not nice enough to make the journey worthwhile.

Cons:
bad voice acting
uninteresting story
so-so graphics
no true exploration, or interaction with the world (there is an interaction key, don't be fooled you use it ONCE).
Since the graphics, story and voice acting are all you get, they should be stunning, but they are not.
. Love to support the devs but the price for what you get is not worth it. A few beards, tattoos and a smoke.

Nearly the same price as the base game itself!

Still love you though Devs <3. Without a doubt, the best game ever for eletronics lovers
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